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Catastrophic Contagion Next?
(December 16, 2022)

This is a bit of a long one, so bear with me please.

Christians understand (or should), that as we move ahead to what we call the future, but soon to be the 
present, things will worsen. This is the case solely because God's Word tells us that things will become 
more troublesome as we approach the last portion of the end times, the final seven years of human-led 
history known as the Tribulation. I've refrained from saying when this seven year period will begin 
because I do not know. In fact, in spite of all the prognosticators out there, no one actually knows.

Looking across the global landscape, I'm seeing something that appears to be repeating itself from the 
1970's. During that past decade, an industry rose up regarding "end times" theology and thought. 
Millions of books were sold, one prophecy conference after another occurred and many theologians and
Bible teachers became household names. When the Rapture did not happen and when the Tribulation 
did not begin, things petered out and people lost complete interest in prophetic discourse. I'm seeing a 
repeat of that today.

There are numerous people who are "headliners" in the current end times prophecy circuit. They all 
have each other on their radio or YouTube channel shows. They all talk about how things are 
progressing rapidly toward the start of the Tribulation. They've written books and many are buying 
them. No matter what they preach about, it all seems to sum itself up in "Jesus is coming soon!"

In reality, there is NOTHING that presumes this is reality except for the passing of one day to the next. It 
is abysmally absurd that many of these people - as well meaning as they might be - continue to pound 
their prophecy pulpits emphasizing their belief that Jesus is going to call His people home sooner than 
soon. I've heard "we are on the cusp" too often by too many and it is frustrating to say the least.

In the meantime, Satan is likely laughing even though he does not know the exact day or hour that the 
Rapture occurs or when the Tribulation officially begins. His attempts to insert a timeline into 
Christendom is as big a farce as him getting people to believe he does not exist. The truth is that we 
have ZERO clue as to when the future events will occur. We do not even know when events WITHIN the 
Tribulation will occur. Are they absolutely chronological? Do they happen in quick succession, are they 
spaced out, or a combination of both? I'm really tired of all the professional prognosticators out there 
selling their wares and increasing the hype.

The Tribulation could be YEARS away yet as well as the Rapture. People are acting as though both of 
these events are immediately around the next corner. They COULD be, but they could NOT be. Too 
many are focused ONLY on future events and because of that, evangelism may be going by the wayside. 
The Christian's job is yes, to look forward to the coming of our Lord and Savior. However, most of us are 
likely going to die natural deaths before He comes. We may die before the Tribulation actually begins. 
So what do we do in the meantime? As I've said before, the most important job Christians have is to 
spread the GOSPEL. If that can be done in discussions of future events, that's wonderful. If the sole focus
is on future events, there is a problem.
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I have a sneaking suspicion that the current fad of prophetic discourse will eventually peter out to 
nothing as it did in the 1970's. This does NOT mean that the Bible is not true or that God has not 
revealed the future. It simply means that people's understanding of timing related to future events is 
wrong.

I have stated numerous times that the world is not getting better and in fact, I fully believe that the 
world and especially the USA are experiencing the downfall described by Paul in Romans 1. Having said 
that, is that enough information to put an "end" date on this country or any country? Not at all. Look 
how long the Roman Empire existed even after it began to fall. It took over 1500 years. No one could 
have or did predict the exact date that Rome officially ended, though we can look back and see when 
the end began.

This same thing applies to the USA and the world in general. We see it daily. For instance, eugenicist Bill 
Gates had another one of his table top exercises this past October. The goal was to determine the 
world's response to yet another massive pandemic that "might" overtake the world soon. Gates seems 
to have the uncanny ability to predict one pandemic after another, as his Event 201 tabletop exercise 
successfully predicted the coming of what turned out to be COVID-19. Should we listen to Gates?

With this latest table top exercise that took place this past October 2022, called "Catastrophic 
Contagion" [1].

The exercise simulated a series of WHO emergency health advisory board meetings 
addressing a fictional pandemic set in the near future. Participants grappled with how to 
respond to an epidemic located in one part of the world that then spread rapidly, becoming 
a pandemic with a higher fatality rate than COVID-19 and disproportionately affecting 
children and young people.

Like COVID-19, this new as yet unnamed pandemic would begin in one corner of the world and quickly 
spread throughout the globe. Interestingly enough, this particular pandemic will allegedly be more fatal 
to young children and young people. [2]

Never fear because representatives from all over the world with the World Health Organization (WHO), 
leading the charge, will do whatever it takes to neutralize this upcoming pandemic, but of course, they'll 
need our "cooperation."

It seems that in the current world of today, pandemics are becoming the norm. Intelligent people ask 
why this is the case. Health experts spout the "science," which seems to always be changing though they
tell us it isn't. What they say actually changes is new information that sheds light on the problem, 
providing more knowledge. Because of new information, approaches to these pandemics must be 
modified and are always in flux. The problem though is that they clearly do not believe this because they
are so adamant about how they think each pandemic should be handled at the beginning.

We were specifically told that lock-downs, mask mandates and social distancing was the best approach 
for COVID. Medications like Hydroxychloroquine and Ivermectin were panned; said to be not effective 
and essentially could result in death because they would do nothing. It was simply best to wait for the 
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vaccination, they said. So the world waited while some doctors tried to calm fears and provide factual 
information about the two medications just mentioned. The MSM and everyone else came out to 
ridicule anyone who thought taking either of the two medications would result in wellness. It was a full 
court press to deny people a choice in how they were treated. People died that might have been saved 
but that didn't matter because the science was "in" and it was clear...at least up to that point. Don't 
argue with the science.

Now, there is so much information available on these two medications as well as supplements that are 
said to help achieve wellness and detoxing the body of the dreaded spike protein, it is difficult to deny. 
Yet, these same experts manage to continue to deny and/or ignore all the information and data.

We are experiencing a huge uptick in "sudden deaths" all over the world, children as young as 6 (and in 
some cases, even younger), to twenty-something year-olds and middle aged people. These include 
athletes and others generally in good to excellent health. They're dropping like flies and the 
government-appointed experts ignore all the deaths or shill journalists write articles on how too much 
exercise, particles in the air, too much laughter and more can now cause heart attacks. Yet these things 
have never been a problem before this. What changed? Must be the "climate."

In Fresno California area hospitals, the stillbirth rate has gone from six per year to about 20 per month in
2022 [3]. How does this happen? Are those unborn babies laughing hysterically in the womb? Are they 
exercising too much? Are the particulates in the air that are said to cause strokes or heart attacks 
somehow getting inside the womb to attack them? It's just a bit absurd.

Is Catastrophic Contagion something to be concerned about? It
appears the world is once again being set up to be on the
receiving end of a great deal more subterfuge and lying from
self-appointed experts who will decide if/when we need to once
again mask up, social distance and eagerly submit to any new
jab pushed by the medical establishment. Is all of this ushering
in the Tribulation? Not directly.

If experts are right, we will increasingly see the natural reaction
from taking the jab. There will be more people dying suddenly
and/or dealing with severe adverse reactions that create a life
of misery for them. The government will continue not to care
and disregard any and all questions and concerns about the
possibility of the next “pandemic” simply being a natural result
of all those who took the jab and ended up with severely
compromised immune systems. We are now learning that the
mRNA component allegedly has the capacity to change
personalities. [4] We know that dementia and other problems with the brain can cause many issues and 
change an individual's personality. Now it appears that the mRNA jab causes onset of dementia and 
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other issues also changing the personality. The article explains it from a scientific basis. Be warned that 
the linked website is seen as a treasure trove of misinformation by the government-appointed experts.

People have been playing God with society for decades and the results are becoming clear. To globalists,
people are simply "Frankenstein's monster," where they believe they can use us for any experiment they
want to try out. The people in control essentially suppress the truth in unrighteousness (Romans 1:18). 
These folks have an agenda and it appears to coincide with the spirit of the Antichrist as this world is 
increasingly overtaken by that spirit.

We hear lie after lie after lie as if the truth and are expected to believe everything we are told from the 
anointed experts. Anyone not anointed should be avoided. We are warned that we should do everything
we can to avoid and even turn in those folks who continue to traffic in dis/mal/misinformation. These 
are said to be the real problem in society and something must be done about them.

Yet, why has neither Fauci or anyone else who thinks as he thinks been willing to publicly debate the 
science? Instead, doctors and other medical professionals are panned, harassed and silenced. Does 
anyone not think this is troublesome? If Fauci et al actually have the science on their side and expect us 
to fall in line behind them without question, why are they so intent on not allowing any dissension or 
discussion?

Smells like outright fascism, where opposing opinions are simply shut down because they are opposing 
opinions. In a free society, there should be open discussion with lots of questions and answers. Instead, 
we get sarcasm, remonstration and more. Something is desperately wrong.

Globalists are putting continual pressure on the entire global society, everything from "climate change" 
to "pandemics" all in an effort to fear people into giving up their freedoms and rights willingly in order to
allow the government to "keep people safe." It is an effort to victimize people using their worst fear (of 
death), to gain supremacy over global society. The Bible warns us repeatedly that the only fear we 
should entertain is a healthy fear of offending God. If you fear a disease, maybe you should adjust your 
thinking.

So does all of this (and more), mean either the Rapture or Tribulation is right around the corner? That 
would be an unequivocal NO. There are too many people today who believe the Tribulation has already 
started and can list all the judgments they believe have and are happening now. Some believe we are in 
the middle of the Tribulation. These people should step down and stop promoting a delusion.

If we look carefully at the Olivet Discourse of Matthew 24, Jesus provides one specific sign that should 
be used to alert Jews especially that something is seriously wrong. The warning Jesus points to is seen in 
Matthew 24:15-22, where He specifically notes that an "abomination of desolation" will take place and 
when Jews see that occurring, they should literally run for the hills. For us today, this particular sign 
occurs in the middle of the Tribulation. The Antichrist will already be in place and the world will have 
started to follow after him and look to him as “savior.” Jews during this coming time will also initially be 
taken in by this dude, actually believing he wants real peace between Israel and Arab nations, protecting
Israel. The Antichrist is only in it for what he can get out of it and he ultimately wants people to worship 
him.
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So of course Antichrist will push for peace in the Middle East. He wants the Tribulation temple to be 
built and he wants Jews to start worshiping there again. Once that is up and running, he can then walk 
into the Holiest of All and declare himself to be God, demanding that people worship him as God (2 
Thessalonians 2). That is the ONLY reason Antichrist wants peace in the Middle East. Those Jews awake 
at that time will realize they've been bamboozled and get out of Jerusalem quickly for their own safety.

When will all this happen? At the midpoint of the seven year Tribulation. Okay, so when will that 
happen? I have no idea of the day or date and neither does anyone else. The only actual countdown that
can begin is when the Tribulation officially begins. For those who believe the Rapture occurs at the 
middle of the Tribulation or end of it, they can start counting down immediately at the official start of 
the Tribulation. Using 360 days per year, the Jewish calendar, will get them to the exact midpoint or 
endpoint of the Tribulation and they can then put the Rapture event on their calendars, even though 
Jesus says no one will know the day or hour (Matthew 24:36).

The truth is that we actually know precious little about the future events the Bible speaks about. I 
believe that is so for two reasons. It keeps Satan off balance because he doesn't know either and it 
keeps Christians going motivated by faith in Him.

I think it is important to know what is going on in this world, but I do not believe we can set our clocks or
calendars by that knowledge.

With everything that is happening in the world, maybe the best way to approach things is not to assume 
the Rapture or Tribulation will happen tomorrow. Maybe the better approach is to understand that God 
controls all things and that His strength is made perfect in our weaknesses (2 Corinthians 12:8-10).

Lately, I've begun realizing that at nearly 66, my life is on the downside, meaning I may not have much 
longer to live. I have no idea of the day or hour I will die. It will simply happen. Because of this growing 
realization, I honestly want to do all I can to be a light to those living in darkness. I don't want to be 
ultra-focused on the end times, though I believe studying that subject is very important. If for no other 
reason, it emphasizes God’s sovereignty.

Who cares what Bill Gates, Nazi Klaus, Yuval Noah Harari or any other "brainiac" thinks and says or tries 
to accomplish? It's good to know what's happening but it's not good to be engulfed by fear because of 
those things. Get off social media. Put your phone down for a while. Stay off the Internet often. Live life. 
Look for opportunities to witness, to spread God's love, to be vessels of blessing to others. These things 
are within your ability to accomplish. Controlling what Bill Gates or any other globalist does is not.

By the way, I heard about this music group through Robert Malone's Substack. Five Times August [5] has
good music and here is a sampling. REFUSNIKS will enjoy this!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jjeceveczCc

[1] https://www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/our-work/exercises/2022-catastrophic-contagion/

[2] https://igorchudov.substack.com/p/kids-and-young-people-targeted-by?
utm_source=profile&utm_medium=reader2
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[3] https://rumble.com/v1xq6ko-leaked-email-from-fresno-hospital-reveals-shocking-increase-in-fetal-
demise.html

[4] https://expose-news.com/2022/12/16/why-do-some-peoples-personalities-suddenly-change/

[5] https://rumble.com/v1ub5nk-reiner-fuellmich-suddenly-changed-personality-changes-after-mrna-
injection.html

[6] https://www.fivetimesaugust.com/
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